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LiSER Technology Launched 
 

 
 
 

• Lithium Slim Energy Reserve (LiSER) allows OEM’s to bypass modules and 
build packs directly  

• Design allows for maximum cell to pack translation of performance 
• Industry first “Tab-less” advanced prismatic cell design that has an in-situ 

cooling loop 
• Allows for temperature ranges of -40°C to 90°C  which assists in extra fast 

charging   
 
 
 
 
Magnis Energy Technologies Limited (“Magnis”, or the “Company”) (ASX: MNS; OTCQX: 
MNSEF) is very pleased to announce that Lithium-ion technology partner Charge CCCV 
(C4V) has launched its exciting LiSER Technology. Magnis has a 9.65% shareholding in 
C4V. 
 
 
LiSER Technology 
 
LiSER technology encompasses an in-house patented battery cell design that allows OEMs 
to bypass modules and build the pack directly. This platform includes designs that include 
long and slim cells with super-fast charge and discharge capabilities without losing the 
energy density benefits. LiSER also allows OEMs to achieve maximum cell to pack 
translation of performance. 
 
The industry first “tab-less” advanced prismatic cell design that has an in-situ cooling loop 
to facilitate efficient temperature operations ranging from -40°C to 90°C, assisting in extra 
fast charging. The tethered edges of the module come with a solid structural design that 
enable mechanical stability. The design’s high modularity allows to cater to stringent market 
requirements (kWh or MWh) without any bias for power or energy needs. 
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LiSER Advantages 
 
LiSER’s Cobalt and Nickel free lithium-ion battery cell technology provides an energy density 
of 190Wh/Kg (at the pack level), which would make it one of the market leading 
technologies today. 
 
LiSER simplifies the module structure and using C4V’s BMLMP technology the inherent 
oxygen deficient BMLMP not only augments battery safety but also delivers a voltage that 
is at least 20% higher than the LFP formulations currently widely being used in the market. 
 
While Nickel-rich NCA or NMC chemistries emit Nickel oxide fumes, when burning with 
LiSER the toxic gaseous build-up is non-carcinogenic. LiSER uses elements that are 
environmental-friendly, sourced with a robust local supply-chain and enable a significantly 
lower carbon footprint. 
 
 
About Magnis 
 
Magnis Energy Technologies Ltd (ASX: MNS; OTCQX: MNSEF) is a vertically integrated 
lithium-ion battery company with strategic investments in several aspects of the 
electrification supply chain including manufacturing of green credentialed lithium-ion battery 
cells, leading edge lithium-ion battery technology and high-quality, high-performance anode 
materials. The Company’s vision is to enable, support and accelerate the green energy 
transition critical for adoption of Electric Mobility and Renewable Energy Storage. 

 

This announcement has been authorised for release by the Board of Magnis Energy Technologies 
Ltd (ACN 115 111 763). 
 
For further information: 
Frank Poullas 
Executive Chairman 
Ph: +61 2 8397 9888 
www.magnis.com.au 
Suite 9.03 Aurora Place, 88 Phillip Street, Sydney NSW 2000 
 
 

PLEASE FIND BELOW THE PRESS RELEASE MADE BY C4V 

http://www.magnis.com.au/
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Vestal, New York 13850, USA 
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LiSER Press Release     
 
LiSER: a revolutionary advancement in Li-ion battery technology 
C4V redefining safety and energy density with a Nickel and Cobalt Free Platform 
Solution 

● Cobalt & Nickel free technology: LiSER brings a Cobalt and Nickel free 
lithium-ion battery cell technology providing 40- 50 % higher energy density 
and 5 times more power density than LFP. 

● Cell to Chassis: LiSER enables freedom from Modules to deliver an Industry 
leading cell to chassis and cell to pack solution with superior performance 
metrics. 

● Unique “Tab-less” prismatic design: LiSER is the first ever “Tab-less” 
prismatic design that delivers extra fast charge and higher power benefits. 

● Embedded Thermal Management: built-in cell cooling loops enables LiSER 
to eliminate complicated thermal management systems thereby reducing the 
weight and energy consumption of the battery pack.  

● Strong Inherent Safety: LiSER technology also includes exceptional safety 
characteristics due to C4V’s oxygen deficient patented BMLMP technology. 

Binghamton, New York, USA,  January 26, 2022, Charge CCCV (C4V), “Today, we are 
introducing LiSER, a unique cell technology platform. Lithium slim energy reserve 
(LiSER), brings a revolutionary cell technology platform to address several 
challenges facing the industry today including supply chain, cost and battery 
performance.” said Dr. Shailesh Upreti, CEO and Founder of C4V.  

Video Link: https://youtu.be/suEvkvYwWH4  

The world today is reeling from a shortage of semiconductors to shockwaves in prices 
that are being felt across the automobile and consumer electronics industries due to raw 
material deficits. As EV markets grow exponentially, analysts predict that we may see 
similar trends across critical battery materials like Cobalt and Nickel very soon. 
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C4V Team holding LiSER Cell at the launch event in Vestal New York. 

LiSER’s solid structural design and industry leading low carbon footprint enhance the 
utility and environmental friendliness of the platform powering C4V’s pursuit of a cleaner, 
greener and cost effective energy storage future.  

For more information on the LiSER technology please visit the link below.  

Website Link: https://www.chargecccv.com/innovation/li_ser_tech  

Company CEO, Shailesh Upreti shared; "I am super excited to unveil our revolutionary 
cell technology LiSER today. This technology not only allows our BMLMP Chemistry 
to compete with Cobalt & Nickel based batteries at the pack level, but also enable 
Giga scale production to be more sustainable with our breakthrough high speed 
manufacturing processes. A leading cell to pack or cell to chassis design that can 
bridge the gap between energy density and power density in a very safe mechanism 
would allow us to cater to various market verticals with a single cell technology 
platform and we are super charged as our OEM partners start sharing their 
experiences with us". 

About C4V: Charge CCCV (C4V) is a lithium ion battery technology company 
possessing critical insight related to optimum performance of lithium ion batteries as 
well as Gigafactory designs. C4V’s discoveries have been fruitful in vastly extending 
battery life, safety and charge performance, however more important is the 
Gigafactory offering that allows emerging countries to establish their own robust 
manufacturing ecosystem. C4V works together with industry leading raw material 
and equipment supply chain partners to bring to market fully optimized batteries 
possessing key economic advantages providing the ultimate “best in class” 
performance for various applications as well as end to end solution to produce them 
at GWh scale. We are proud to provide innovative Energy Storage Technology that 
fundamentally supports the World’s transition to electrification.  
 
C4V; Charging Ahead! 
 
For more information, please contact: 
Clifford Olin 
Chief Business Development Officer 
C4V 
c.olin@c4v.us  
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